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Pakistan Embassy International School & College has been imparting 
quality education since 1964. The school has a proud history of producing 

high achievers in academic and in practical lives. The school has the proud 
privilege of serving not only students from Pakistan but a number of other 
nationalities. This has made the school unique in offering a common platform to 
the young scholars to interact and contribute positively in future.

PEISCT is the only institute in Tehran which is affiliated with the Federal 
Board of Intermediate & Secondary Education(FBISE) Islamabad and 
University of Cambridge Assessment and International Education, UK. Hence, 
the school provides an all-encompassing learning environment to the children 
and young scholars.

I am proud to say that the management and faculty of PEISCT has worked 
dedicatedly in achieving the excellence in academic and extra-curricular 
activities of school. I am equally grateful to the parents for actively participating 
in various activities of the school as well as offering their valuable advice for the 
improvement of this prestigious institution.I wish the management and teachers 
of PEISCT success in their future endeavours. 

Asif Durrani

Pakistan Embassy International School and 
College, Tehran (PEISCT) is synonymous with 

excellence. It envisages imparting the best of 
education along with moulding a child’s personality 
and equipping him/her with all the necessary skills to 
live a happy, disciplined and successful life. We have 
a multi-cultural school community, hence we nurture 
the culture of mutual understanding, tolerance and 
respect by creating a dynamic education programme 
and empowering the students in a global perspective.

Our philosophy aims to encourage students, in the 
best learning environments we are able to provide, to 
be confident, articulate, and actively engaged with the 
world around them.

We believe in inspiring and motivating the children 
to discover their latent talents. At PEISCT, 
multifaceted platforms are provided to the students to 
unveil and ventilate their hidden potential and excel 
in their respective fields; be it academics, sports or a 
co-curricular pursuit. This newsletter will provide 
you with an insight into our students’ life at PEISCT.

Happy reading!
Taj Shaheen 

Principal

From the desk of 
the Principal

“Education is not mere accumulation  
of facts; it’s preparation of life  

 itself” – J. Hawes
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 Management and the faculty members PEISCT

A sneak peek in to Early Years Education(EYE)

Sitting (L to R):  Mr. Ikhtiar Ali, Mr. Muazzam Ali, Ms. Lilia Luna, Mr. Firdos Shaheen Ahmed, Mr. Sohail Muttaqi,  
Ms. Taj Shaheen (Principal). Mr. Ali Tahir, Ms. Omid Vafadari, Ms. Shahin Jalalifar, Dr. Annie Sanchez, Mr. Abid Ali Dawoodani

2ndRow (L-R): Ms. Nushaba Abdullayeva, Ms. Farah Shafa, Ms. Najla Khan, Ms. Olga Russkikh, Ms. Nazanin Pakrou,  
Ms. Sofia Ganjei, Ms. Neda Bayat, Ms. Adele Esmaeili, Ms. Raha Sabet Sarvestany, Ms. Saba Jawed, Ms. Farah Naeem

3rdRow (L-R): Mr. Omid Kianian, Mr. Hasan Shiri, Mr. Soroush Davoudizadeh, Ms. Fatima Hayat, Ms. Farzaneh Hajizadeh, Ms. Leila 
Tehrani, Mr. Arash Taghvaeipour, Mr. Syed Muh. Faheem Hashmi, Dr. Zahid Hussain , Mr.Syed Haider Abbas
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Our child centred teaching approach of ABL, with the help of child-friendly educational aids, helps 
to foster self-learning and encourages a child to study according to his or her aptitude and skill. 

Activity Based Learning (ABL)
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Young Artists Busy in Their Art Work
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Glimpses of Science Lesson of KG class

The KG class enjoys interactive Science lessons, for example the study of plants and three states of matter consisting 
of solids, liquids and gases. Videos, showing  animations in this regard, coupled with various diagrams and an 

assortment of live objects were on hand for the students to observe for themselves and develop their understanding.
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Dino Week in KG Class

KG students had a fantastic week learning about dinosaurs. All the children were very excited to do their art work 
and dinosaur worksheets. Every day they read their dinosaur books and learned about fossils, meat-eaters and 

leaf-eaters. They also discovered many interesting facts about the amazing reptiles that used to roam planet Earth many 
years ago. There were also many dinosaurs for the class display and the children were glad to play with them. At the 
end of the week the students visited Jurassic Park where they participated in a workshop and also had a chance to see 
life-sized dinosaurs such as the enormous T-Rex. Everyone had a great time and wonderful experience!!!
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Japanese Interactive Class

PEISCT and Japanese School, Tehran had an interactive class on 27 September 2017 at PEISCT. This event was jointly 
coordinated by Mr. Oda Masahiro from the Japanese School, Tehran and Miss Omid Vafadari from the PEISCT.

Thirteen students from the Japanese School Tehran, accompanied by their Principal, Mr. Kenji Shimizu, and four teachers 
visited PEISCT. Students from Class III-IX participated in this session, as per criteria set for this activity. The activity started 
with the introduction of the participants. Then Mr. Masahiro distributed colourful origami papers and the Japanese students 
taught their PEISCT counterparts how to make various objects by folding papers. This interactive class of Origami was an 
enjoyable experience for the students.In the second part of the class, students were provided with white paper having a letter 
to draw something associated with the given letter. The students then shared their drawings with rest of the group.Finally, 
to commemorate the event, a group photo was taken and Ms. Taj Shaheen, Principal PEISCT expressed her gratitude to 
the visitors and presented a bouquet to her Japanese counterpart.
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6th of September is celebrated each year as the Defence Day of Pakistan. It was on this day in 1965 that India attacked 
Pakistan across the international border without any warning or declaration of war, which was in complete violation of 

International Law, the Charter of the United Nations and norms of civilized behavior among states.This day is celebrated not 
only to commemorate Pakistan’s successful defense against India but also in memory of the brave martyred souls who gave 
the ultimate sacrifice in defense of their country.  Mr. Firdos Shaheen Ahmed helped the students to prepare patriotic 
speeches and songs to commemorate this momentous occasion.

Defence Day of Pakistan
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ENO Tree Planting Day-Together for Peace

Environment Online (ENO) is a global virtual school and network for sustainable development. Since its launch in 2000, over 
100,000 schools in 157 countries have joined ENO and have made concrete actions for the environment like planting trees. 

The theme for 2017 was “Together for Peace: Respect, Safety and Dignity for All.” The theme unites the organizations of the United 
Nations System, comprising of its 193 Member States, the private sector, civil society, academic institutions and individual citizens 
in a global partnership in support of diversity, non-discrimination and acceptance of refugees and migrants.At PEISCT, students from 
Junior section participated in this noteworthy cause under the supervision of Mrs. Shahin Jalalifar. The school arranged the flower 
beds while the students contributed the tree saplings and flowering plants.At the end of the activity, the Principal, Ms. Taj Shaheen, 
emphasized the importance of plants in the reduction of pollution and enhancing the beauty of our surroundings. She also highlighted 
that, as with this year’s theme, plants can also be a powerful symbol for peace, representing tolerance for people of various cultural, 
religious and ethnic backgrounds wherein we can all live in harmony as one big global family.
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Senior Section

1st Position:  Sara Qasim (VIII)

2nd Position:  David Cumba (VIII)

3rd Position: Maheen Safdar (OL1)

Junior Section

1st Position:  Vimbainashe Mazenenga (VI)

2nd Position:  Fatima Aziz (VII)

3rd Position: Iffah Khadijah Hisammuddin (VII) 

This event was superbly organized by Miss Neda Bayat with the valued assistance from Miss Omid Vafadari and Miss Nazanin Pakrou

Spelling Bee Competition

The Spelling Bee Competition was held on 14 September 2017. The bustling library was packed with eager participants 
and their fellow classmates who were cheering for them.The competition was held in two categories comprising the 

Junior Group (Class V, VI and VII) and the Senior Group (Class VIII to A2). As majority of the participants had tried their 
utmost to prepare well for this particular event. There were numerous instances of nail-biting rounds. Eventually, the 
following students were adjudged as winners of this year’s competition.
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POSTER MAKING COMPETITION by WORLD 
FOOD ORGANIZATION

World Food Organization celebrates ~World Food Day~ every 
year on 16 October. To mark this day, a poster making 

competition was held on 16 October 2017. The theme of these posters 
was based on the difficulties and problems that immigrants and 
refugees face because of their migration to the other cities and 
countries. Ms. Sofia Ganje, teacher S. Studies organised this event at 
PEISCT.

• Hafsa Amir Mosharaf -  Class 2
• Armita Mahmud -  Class 4
• Anna Gloseroa-  Class 6
• Kamellia Kamani -  Class 6
• Upoma Nayel -  Class 7

The following young artists of PEISCT 
participated in this competition.
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Debate Competition

The debate competition was held on 23 November 2017 with Miss Nazanin Pakrou as the overall coordinator. 
The competition was subdivided into two parts; the Junior Section comprising of students from Class VI and 

VII and the Senior Section from Class VIII up to O Level. The topics assigned were as follows:
 ‘Homework Should Be Banned’ and ‘Is College Worth It?’ for the Junior and Senior Sections, respectively.
The judges for this event were Miss Omid Vafadari and Miss Neda Bayat with Ms. Pakrou serving the dual role 

of the tie-breaking judge. The judging criteria were as follows:
 (1) Content (2) Delivery (3) Language and (4) Time management.
After the deliberations, the following were announced as winners.

Junior Section

1st Position: Kamelia Kamani  (VI)

2nd Position: Ariana Moazemi  (VI)

3rd Position: Amir Ahmad  (VII)

Aynoore Shabasanova  (VI)

Senior Section
1st  Position:  Luka Krekman  (OL2)

2nd Position:  Abdullah Adnan  (VIII)

Aneela Hussain  (OL2)

3rd Position:   Baran Seyedi  (OL2)

Asal Alavi  (VIII)

Masuma Sohail(IX) 
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The Australian Mathematics Competition 
(AMC) is one of the world’s largest  

school-based Mathematics competitions with 
more than 14 million entries since its inception 
in 1978. This year it was held on 28 September 
2017, wherein participants from over 30 
countries around the globe attempted identical 
tasks on the same day.Students were instructed 
to solve 30 problems within 60 minutes for the 
age group 3-6 year and 75 minutes for 7-12-year-
old students. The problems were designed to 
focus more on mathematical thinking rather than 
on the calculation itself.Although the AMC is 
applicable to students of varying capabilities, it 
serves as a medium for the highly gifted students 
to test and hone their mettle.We are pleased to 
share that 56 students, from Class III-XII, of 
Pakistan Embassy International School & 
College, Tehran participated in this competition. 
This event was well organized by  
Mr. Hasan Shiri, Math teacher, PEISCT.

48666 PAKISTAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
This report, or any part thereof, is available to no other school, institution or 
person.
H: High distinction,
D: Distinction, 
C: Credit
PEIS High Achievers
Year 4
REZA RASTEGARI  C
Year 10
NICOLE CUMBOVA      D 
AMIRSALAR NAFISI      C 
SARVIN SHIRI    C 
SYAHNA WINDRATI   C 
FARDOKHT AFSARI KASHANI   C
Year 11
INSIA FATMA PIRBHAI    C 
YASMIN ZAREI   C
SHARIF JAMOOS C
Year 12
SYED RASTIN NURI REZA  C

The Australian Mathematics Competition (AMC)

School Report
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We are proud of our pupils’ achievements
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Remembrance Day

Remembrance Day (Poppy Day) was organized on 12 November 
2017 at the Commonwealth Cemetery by the British Embassy, 

Tehran. It is a memorial day observed in Commonwealth of Nations’ 
member states since the end of the First World War to commemorate the 
members of the armed forces who have died in the line of duty. The 
reason why the poppies are worn is because they are the flowers which 
grew on the battlefields after the war had ended. A group of students from 
PEISCT, along with their principal, attended the ceremony.

Ms. Taj Shaheen, Principal 
PEISCT, laid a wreath at 

the war memorial.

PEISCT delegation with 
H.E Asif Durrani, 

Ambassador of Islamic 
Republic of Pakistan to Iran

PEISCT delegation with  
H.E Nicholas Hopton 

Ambassador of United Kingdom 
to Islamic Republic of Iran.
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Motivational career counselling workshops 
 for O & A level students

Pakistan Embassy International School & College, Tehran (PEISCT) donated relief aid for the affectees of the deadly 
earthquake in Karmanshah. It was handed over to the representatives of the Iranian Red Crescent Society in Tehran 

 on 29th November 2017 in the presence of Mr. Imran Haider, Vice- Chairman PEISCT  and   Ms. Taj Shaheen, Principal, 
PEISCT.

PEISCT donates  for Kermanshah  quake victims
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Sports & Excursion Trips
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Professional Development  Programmes (PDP) 

Our ongoing Professional Development Programmes (PDP) keep teachers abreast with new research on how 
children learn, emerging technology tools for the classroom, new curriculum resources, and class management.

Basically, there are two kinds of PDP offered to the faculty at PEISCT;
• Need based In-SET, in house workshops
• Cambridge Professional Development Online Tutor guided Training for O & A level teachers
It’s pertinent to mention here that these trainings are offered free of charge to the teachers as all the cost/fee is borne by 
PEISCT.



Our Heartiest Felicitations To Our Students on their Brilliant Results In 
Cambridge International Examinations May/ June 2017

 Our  High Achievers are our pride

Ph-+98(21)88872538  www.pisctehran.com

Nicol anna Cumbora

Zainab Kazmi

Ali Safdari

Yasmin Varzidekhar

Faryal Fatima 

M. Hamza Aziz

Amir Salar Nafisi

Syahana Febbywindrati

Sarvin Shiri

Adel Asad

Madiha Khan

Bushra Elnaush

IGCSE  4 A* & 1A

IGCSE  1A*& 2A

IGCSE  1A

A2 Level 1A

GCE O/L  2A* &1A

IGCSE  2A

IGCSE  1A

IGCSE  1A

IGCSE  3A

IGCSE  1A

As level  1A

IGCSE 3A

Note:  A* Grade =  90 % and above      A Grade = 80 % - 89 %


